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The Aesthetic Uncanny: staging 
Dorian Gray 

Darren Tunstall University of Central Lancashire 

Abstract 
This article discusses my theatrical adaptation of Oscar Wilde's The Picture of 
Dorian Gray (J 891) for the Edinburgh testival Fringe (2008). Freud's concept 
of the uncanny ( 1919) was treated as a purely aesthetic phenomenon and related 
to late ninet.eenth century social and literary preoccupations such as Christianity, 
the supernatural and glamorous. criminal homosexuality. These considerations 
led to a conceptual ground plan that allowed for experiments during rehearsal in a 

form of theatrical shorthand. 

[n this art icle I will d iscuss my approach to adapting Oscar Wilde's novel 
The Picture of Dorian Gray (1891) for the Edinburgh Festival Fringe 2008.

1 

The essay will address the uses that were made of a conceptual ground 
plan, which took the form of a set of very simple, but in practice very 
product ive, assumptions drawn from the source material considered in its 
cultural-historical context. These framing assumptions were then deployed 
in the processes of both writin g and staging the script. A pre-production 
script, almost entirely derived from language within the n ovel itself. was 
developed through four drafts before being tested and revised in the 
rehearsal room. The play had to be readied for performance in only two 
weeks; in addition, as is typical with produ ctions tailored for the 
Edinburgh Fringe, the performance length had to be agreed u pon w ith the 
producing venue severa l months before starting rehearsal - in this case, 
the piece had to come in under 55 minutes. With these parameters in 
mind, the ground plan, which started life as an attempt to address the 
problem of what to include and what to exclude. became a thematic road 
map; it was inevitably selective, a s well as being su bject to continual revi
sion as the production took shape. We will broadly follow the chronologi
cal development of those ideas that went into the ground plan, in addition 
to describing how at the same time they collided with th e demands of 
rehearsal. To speak of h ow the concepts behind the production evolved 
further in performance would take another article, and is not my concern 
here; I want instead to focus on the process of developing abstract ideas 

into rehearsal procedures. 
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To expand on this: the ground plan became a useful strategy for ad
tation mainly because it led us towards making experiments in a kindil~ 
theatrical shorthand. The simp!est definition of theatrical shorthand 
would be: more JS suggested than zs seen or heard by the audience. This h 
always been a central tenet in my work as a writer, deviser and director~ 
theatre. I would argue that theatre-making - even in its most li tera~
minded formations - must deploy a form of shorthand, where the audi
ence is invited to complete the gaps using their imaginations, even if only 
by virtue of certain practical constraints upon theatr ical representation 
such as time, money, human ingenuity and so on. For the game of short
hand to work upon the audience, it is required that we put our attention 
on the thing signified as it presents itself to our imaginations. In practice, this 
proposition may entail a use of devices that may seem quite familiar to an 
audience, perhaps even cliched. Yet the fact that a device - or the set of 
associations it calls to mind - has a certain familiar smack to an audience 
may well be essential to its effect. And this is the case if we are dealing, as 
we will be here, with the uncanny. 

The Picture of Dorian Gray is a novel which relies upon an uncanny 
event as its plot mechanism. A beautiful young man wishes he couJd 
switch places with his own portrait, so that he will remain young and 
beautiful in appearance while the face of the portrait will show the signs of 
aging and experience; shortly after he has wished for this impossibility, he 
discovers it is literally, inexplicably, coming true. 

The spectre of Freud, who published his essay Das Unheimliche in 1919, 
hovers more than ever over the subject of the uncanny. [t has been well 
observed by such critics as Nicholas Royle, in his exhaustive treatment of 
the subject (Royle 2003), that Freud sought to reverse the traditional 
understanding of the word urzheimlich when he describes it as 'that class of 
the frightening which leads back to what is known of old and long famil
iar' (Freud 1975: 220): indeed, it is an uncanny fact that the archaic root 
of the word 'canny' already contains its own opposite signification of 
'uncanny' (see Royle 2003: 11). Freud, who appears to relish the para
doxes inherent in the term, says that something must be added to what is 
unfamiliar in order to make it uncanny, and this something is, perhaps 
surprisingly, a secondary meaning of the word heimlich itself as 'concealed, 
kept out of sight, so that others do not get to know of or about it, withheld 
from others' (Freud 1975: 223). Freud's agenda is to establish this old and 
familiar thing as a childhood anxiety which has been repressed and 
returns in the moment of the uncanny event. One critic has in fact read 
Wilde's novel as a parable of child abuse, though to be precise this is not, 
strictly speaking, child sexual abuse (Rashkin 1997). 

In a curious manoeuvre, even though he acknowledges a debt to liter
ature for furnishing him with the greater part of his evidence, Freud seems 
at the same time to devalue the literary uses of the uncanny as being dis
connected from real life: 
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The situation is altered as soon as the writer pretends to move in the world of 
common reality. [n this case he accepts as well all the conditions operating to 
produce uncanny feelings in real life [ . . . ) But in this case he can even 
increase his effect and mu ltiply it far beyond what could happen in reality, by 

Darren Tunstall 

( t ifD V. Tunstall) . Figure 1: Study fo r the head of Dorian Gray puppet cour esy o . . 

l happen in fact [. · .] We h' h never or very rare y 
bringing about events w IC ld h e reacted to real experiences[ . . . ] But 

. . t' ns as we wou av . f d' react to hts mven 10 . • 11 d We retain a feehng o IS-
it must be added that his success IS not Wla oye .d d 't 

d . inst the attempte ecei · satisfaction. a kind ofgru ge aga (Freud 1975: 251) 

Freud's hypothesis of the uncanny as it 
Any doubts we may harbour abo~t ld seem from contradictory exam-
is manifested in the psyche ~nse: ! t wo: e shouid differentiate between the 
pies that we lind only in fictiOn. Ihus and the uncanny that we merely 
uncanny that we actually expenence . t would be that we do not 

. (1975· 247) But my pom Picture or read about . .f t W'tlde would no doubt have 
th two In ac . as different iate between e · . I uld argue that we learn to 

reminded us. reallif~ imitat~s art ~~::~l:o~~en~~ in life at least in p~rt by 
apply uncanny feelmgs to mexp . fi t . In an interesting inversion of 

'th th uncanny m IC zorz. b 
virtue of our contact wz e h D . Gray become fascinated Y an 

. Wilde as on an h 
Freud's own unease, . l b Shakespeare; the moment s ~ 
actress while she is performmg a p a~ b~cause compared with her 'real 
declares she wishes to abandon ht~ :r he beco~es disgusted by her and 
feelings for him. her ~rt .see~~ la~u~ne into an abyss of degradation IS 

rejects her. Again, Donan s W!ltU J k r fi ction known mysteriously as 
i;haped in large part by another wor o I • 
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'the yellow book'. fn Freu , 
call the Aesthet· U d s case, without th . IC ncann h e evJde 
the uncanny on t y, e would not have nee of What 
about this . l a all, other than a ~ any data to ba 1ft 

' IS pa pable thro ew paltry an se hi$ u_: 
an anxiety of inlluenc ' ( ughout the essay, and c ecdotes. His -~~ 
cessors as Theodore Ho~fn:ee Bloom 1973) regard~~ be seen as rei::,-. 

Freud is, nonetheless ann. such literary to 
supernatural can , prepared to acknowl ~ 
dark' about 'the wo~k well in fiction, as Ion edge that llirtin 
write b precJse nature of th g as the writer 'k g With tilt 

s a out is based • ( e suppositions . eeps us in 
because it led 1975: 251). That on Which the ~ 
an aesthetic of :n~owards our first transla~:~ useful for our P:orld br 

:~;:a~P~ut did greatl;a:;:;~ ~~si:t~ti~n was. not ~~r~~~~~t::t sh~r~ 
stage wa:r:o~~:~I:t~~a~e and the ind~v~~~sa~~~~~:~P~t to both e~;:~~ 
Freud at his word I de 'd u;ed no scenery and no fi' rom the outset th 
ters and the audie~ce . CI ~ to experiment with le· urnJture at all. TakJ.n e 
dramatize concisely Om .t e dark at times as J'n aving both the ch~~-g 
b k

' onan's c II' • a sequen ~""-
00 · I wanted t •a mg under tl · ce we devised 

without robbing ~hs:!g~st the idea of accumul~~i~~lluence of the 'yeUo~ 
terms of distance from ~h~rs ~f t~eir sense of dignity n:;ents of depravity 
darkness, with the . d. . matenal. The scene ' Jch we defined . th au 1ence's ~ was perfor d . lD 

emselves using lights h. dd o~us directed as far as ·~e m near total 
what might be ha . I en m their palms Th possi le by the actors 
face, a hand, a pi~:ce:;.ng {.hrough directing o~e's; were able to indicate 
coolly delivered pieces o; Jmo~o, and so on. Thro~e~ to the.reaction of a 
ments in .an indirect fashi~~r~ative- that were only :el~~~thJs, the actors 

From Ideas of co 1m to the audience to therr move-
t' ncea e t · 
wn in the sense d fi n we moved towa d 

1990). We sough: ~n;d by Viktor Shklovsky of~~ ak~oncept of defamiliariza. 
iour like walking si~t' a choreography that defam~· mg s:ange' (Shklovsky 
choreography in ~ . mg .. standing, eating drink' Ianze quotidian behav-
quality of fog. We ~e~::gi?ation that was charact~~i~~ smoking - a sort of 
reacting as if the tried to put log onto th d as partaking of the 

d 
. Y were in fo p e stage or h 

evised a programm . g. allowing the lead ' ave characters 
2002), the actors att e ol exercises he called Th ~Jacques Lecoq who 
something of the a t e~pted to move in such a e eutral Mask (Lecoq 
and surprises: its a~;~ quality of fog itself, som~~hat their motion had 
and forces us to look ·thenc thickness that slow g of Its concealments 
field of vision Lo .a lttle harder at the stra s everything down a bit 

b 
· catmg th h nge shape . 

ecame very useful h e r ythm in which t s emergmg in our 
visits an opium d w. en we turned to look at o play, this atmosphere 
tion of both time =~d smce it resonated with id:a:eq~ence ~ which Dorian 

In 1882 the F shpace. o hallucmatory percep-
abl t ' rene physiolo · . e o take repeated pho gist E. J. Marey built a , 
m place of gelatine plat to(graphs over short duratio g~-shaped camera 
of human bodies. es see Rhodes 1976· 1311) n.s usmg paper-roll film 
c t l m movement f~ d . . His chro h .ep ua framework ofbehav· ~ ere a compeJJing ima nop otography 
time-and-motion st d' IOurism, of man as aut gery to the new con
ton, with its worry::g I~s ~~d ~uturism amongst ~:aton; it thus prefigured 
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unp !cations for biology and fre:r cults. The automa
will, became central 

Darren Tunstall 

ill our quest for a shorthand. Just after a key moment in the story, the 
of the painter Basil Hallward by Dorian Gray, the actor playing 

was replaced by a rod puppet, about 80cm or so. and looking some
like the actor. This puppet then intermittently took on the character of 

in his descent into criminality. These transitions were achieved in low 
or carefully directed shafts of hand-held light. so that the puppet was 

fullY seen. Instead, the audience was directed to a movement of the 
as the puppet suddenly burst into speech (although its mouth did not 

or its hand produced a cigarette seemingly out of nowhere, and to 
flashes of gesture and reaction. It is a conventional horror movie 

--lhmiJUe that the monster should not be revealed in its full glory until as 
as possible; of course, here the technique was borrowed in order to frag-

jllellt the puppet's presence into isolated images of specific body parts in 

1110
vement and thus give the impression of Dorian locking himself away from 

the world of daylight like a vampire. 
In order to do its work upon us. the rhetoric of the uncanny must be 

preroised upon a conception of the world as a place that still contains dark 
corners of the inexplicable; inexplicable, that is, in scientific language 
(except as deception or self-deception as in Freud). Arguably it is true that 
Wilde flirts with scientific discourse in the novel. through the characters of 
both Dorian and, more fully, Lord Henry, who takes a kind of behaviourist 
interest in Dorian as a laboratory specimen. :And so he had begun by vivi
secting himself,' writes Wilde, 'as he had ended by vivisecting others' 
(Wilde 2006: 50). The referencing of vivisection calls to mind the attempts 
by George Henry Lewes, who wrote on the vivisection of frogs, to fmd a 
common ground between literature and science in psycho-physiology. Yet, 
as Wilde puts it in the novel, 'How shallow were the arbitrary defmitions 
of ordinary psychologists!' (Wilde 2006: 51); Wilde may well have had 
Lewes in mind here (Wilde 2006: 205). Whatever the status of scientific 
discourse within the novel. the plot constantly invites us to accept the 
premise of an apparently supernatural event, an event that is not explica-
ble within a rational frame of reference. There is, behind this requirement, 
an uncanny familiar assumption: that a supernatural event is the manifesta-

tion of a wish. 
What made it possible for us to frrst grasp and then play out through 

decisions about performance this assumption that a supernatural event, 
and in particular one that makes possible acts of evil, is the manifestation of 
a wish? At one, really very simple, level the novel can be viewed as a theo
logical parable, in which a story of temptation leading first to sin and then 
to self-destruction is mapped onto a story of a beautiful young man tricked 
by an inexplicable event into believing he can do anything he wants 
without punishment, and who is then finally punished. There are obvious 
resonances here with Wilde's De Profundis (1905) and The Ballad of Reading 
Gaol (1898) (see Kahn and Cohen 1988). fn order to get hold of the theo
logical content of this story, as a parable of the wages of sin, it was neces
sary for me to suspend my personal disbelief in the supernatural- or rather 
to reconfigure this content as a form of imaginative play. We searched in 
rehearsal for a performable shorthand that might make manifest a Catholic 
Christian atmosphere, without resorting to a literal-minded reliance upon 
iconographic cliches. One example was a scene in which Dorian argues 
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2 In fact at the time of 
writing the novel, the 
terms for homosexual 
behaviour were 
'sodomy' and 
'pederastaia': it was 
only with the English 
translation of Krafrt
Ebing's Psychopathia 
Sexualis in 1892 that 
the word 
'homosexuality' 
began to be used. 

with Lord Henry and Basil about his sudden engagement to SybtJ. 
played this out in a bar, where a visual echo of Manet's uncannily ' ._ 
ous painting Le Bar aux 'Polies-Bergere'!Bar at the Folies-Bergere ~ 
helped to disguise the obvious theological associations of a glass or l) 
wine. In this case, the performer who played Sybil Vane was also s~ 
serving the drinks in this scene, her presence intended to foreground fo the 
audience the connection between the actress and the barmaid as an ~ 
within the discourse of the male characters, as if existing only for their 
pleasure. Thus we attempted to embed the theological within other cultui'Ql 
associations to provide a rich visual-symbolic texture. Thus descriptions of 

malc~malc sexual 
relations crisscrossed 
over the territories of 
religious sin, Hellenic 
euphemism and the 
emerging field of 
psychopathology (see 
Oosterhuis 2000). 

There were other reasons for this attempt at blended, or embedded. 
imagery. The decision to pursue religious symbolism can be justified by 
the narrative's structure, which, as we have noted, loosely resembles 

8 parable. In fact, there were reviews in Christian magazines which saw it as 
such and praised it as such at the time. But a difficulty arises when we 
read the preface. 'There is no such thing as a moral or an immoral book. 
Books are weU written, or badly written. That is alL' (Wilde 2006: 3). To 
reduce this temporarily to biography: it may be little more than a rear
guard action against the aggressive criticism of high-minded Victorian 
readers, some of whom condemned the novel as depraved. But why did 
they? Surely this book is a clear-cut example of a story about the wages of 
sin, and thus not immoral at all, but on the contrary, having the ethical 
authority of a Christian fable? It is very easy to read the book as depraved
from within a late Victorian bourgeois context. This is made possible by 
the interaction of the assumption that a supernatural event is the mani
festation of a wish with other root assumptions of that culture, namely 
that a crime is a guilty secret and homosexuality is a guilty secret, and 
thus homosexuality is a crime - which for many Victorians was of course 
no mere metaphor but a literal fact. And that is the important point here: 
for Wilde's reading public, a supernatural explanation of homosexuality as 
a real crime in the real world was not required. 2 Nevertheless, these 
assumptions call up the spectre of the uncanny, as Nicholas Royle indi
cates when he argues that by its very nature the uncanny is queer and the 
queer is uncanny (Royle 2003: 43). In addition, the very notion of the 
uncanny can be viewed as threatening to the comforting stability of reli
gious belief (Royle 2003: 21) . The principle of the uncanny deepens one's 
reading of the novel since it allows us an insight into a key strategy of 
Wilde's: to use it as a technique for prising apart and thus defamiliarizing 
certain assumptions of late Victorian culture, based as they seem to be in a 
simple metaphor given the status of a common-sense truth. 

We found ourselves theologically in further trouble when we arrived at 
another concept at work in this novel: that a book is a toxic agent, as in 
the sequence following Dorian's journey through various attempts to 
gratify his senses, in imitation of the notorious fictional hero des F.sseintes 
in J, K. Huysmans' A Rebours (1884). This metaphorical concept in turn 
derives from a simpler, deeper one: that immoral ideas are poisons. This 
concept contradicts Wilde's own words in the Preface, that books cannot 
be immoral. The book itself postulates the concept that books can be 
immoral, as here: 'Dorian Gray had been poisoned by a book. There were 
moments when he looked on evil simply as a mode through which he 
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. 6· 124). Thus. the 
, f the beautiful' (Wilde 200 , nnily, it is 

realize his conc~~~oi~ ~endered radically ambi.val~~!~ ~~~:ain power
of this assump at the same time. To recogmhze gh contamination 

and not true d . this way t rou 
true . ns are distorte m wer of the frame. 

cultural assu~~~~egin to understand the s~b~~~~ey were only picture 
the uncanny 1 layed with picture frames n.o a d transforming in the 
In rehearsal we p . ally proliferating. movmg an mirrors, balconies; 

_, . ...,'"!'"'' but as demomc b tops windows, hamsters. f e without 
They became d~o~~ b~ the ;ctors, shifting one's ~;~~~c~vof framing 

fra!Jles in mo~ement, :: Our intention was to foregroun the spreading influ
ever fully commg to re g~esting the attempt to hold d~~ a theatre in the East 

ttself. 'frthaming' !:~~ si~ the story. When Dorian ~~~~~~~d a miniature prosce
ence of e unc . ane on stage, the actors . o ra glasses. Into 
[iiid and spots S~bilh VDorian gazed fro~ a di~t~nc: =~~= of~ybil: a Victorian 
niuiD arch at w lC ared the audiences rrs laced with cloth 
the space of this fram~ a: in a market, whose torso we r:her rod puppet, 
porcelain doll that ldou a boy and transformed mto aln of Shakespeare's 

dresse as 1 out the ro e th 
and who we Dorian-puppet. to P ay . that called to mind e-
srnaller than the ede, lit by little handheld torches t we rejected any notion 
Rosalind-as-Ganym tr st with the Donan-puppe . , ·ts weird dwarfish-
atrical footlights. ~X ~~~e;t ~ a stable optical perspe~~~~ ;oregrounded in its 
that the doll shou · d the actors was purpos d' stortion 
ness when standing a~ns~~ :he atmosphere of hallucinat~~~n ~hat 'im~oral 
scenes to further .emp f~hought provoked by the proposlc~itical for us. We 

Following a !me oh oncept of influence became lls the 'vocalic 
· ons' t e c Connor ca ll ideas are pms . ' . with what Steven . king for a do , 

found ourselves pla~~~~e forms of ventriloqUism - spae:es appearing to 
uncanny': that IS, a throwing your voice in empty ~p 2000). In this my 
speaking for othe;~lng a sound, and so .on iCo~~oidea of influence as a 
speak but not m fi d theatrical translatwn or 
intention was to m :s expressed here: 
nonmaterial process, . d 't pay attention 

t tay Donan, on · f course you mus 8 
· 1 h. [ iends If Dorian wishes lt, o r bad influence over al ts r . Basil: 

hat he says. He has a ve y 
tow d Henry? . To influence a Have you really. Lor . . . ood inl1uence. Mr Gray. art not 

Dorian: There's no such thmg as a g l He becomes an actor of a p 
Henry: ·s to give him one's own sou , person 1 

written for him. · th y 

ly left the stage, e the actors rare . · or . f the concept. . ht l'ke appantwns 
In a further extensiOn ho e hovering just out of slg , , 1 't and also infiu-
were almost always. t ~r a~tending to the scene, ~ervm;n~'e with which to 
familiars, at other tlmbtle way As Dorian reached lor a dy at hand with a 
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p!J.ysiognomy. Yet the bringing-to-light of the criminal gives the lie to 
supposition in this moment. The criminal is brought into the light, 
for bis pursuer to decide that he is not the criminal after all. 
suggest that it is in part this violation of a common assumption about 

- that the marks of crime, and by extension of all experience, can be 

011 
the face - that led commentators to declare the book immoral on its 

publication. In the Scots Observer. for in stance, W. E. Henley declared 
the book was concerned with 'matters only fitted for the Criminal 

111"-estigation Department or a hearing in camera' (Wilde 2006: xxi). 
IWC8].ling the late Victorian cultural assumption that homosexuality is a 
otro-e, we should conclude that homosexual behaviour is a crime that leaves 
a physiognomic trace upon the body; being a crime, it is also a guilty secret, 
lllducing feelings of shame, and therefore it is something the criminal homo
sexual will try to conceal in shadowy places; its truth as crime will play out 
In a physical manifestation. But the reality is that this set of assumptions is 
wilfully negated at every turn in the story by events that produce uncanny 
\fibrations, such as the Dorian/]ames Vane encounter. where the presence of 
the Woman. played by an actor who illuminated the scene with a handheld 
light to suggest a street lamp, once again served to induce a ghostly unease: 

Dorian: Stop\ -how long is it since your sister died? 
James: Eighteen years. Why do you ask me? 
Dorian: Eighteen years! Set me under the lamp and look at my face! 

James drags Dorian under a lamplight. 
James: My God! I would have murdered you! Porgive me. sir. I was deceived. 

Dorian: You'd better go home. And put that pistol away. 
Dorian turns on his heel and walks away. After a moment the Woman appears under the light. 
Woman: Why didn't you kill him? You should have killed him-
James: The man whose life I want must be nearly forty now. This one is little 

more than a boy. 
Woman: Why man. it's nigh on eighteen years since Prince Charming made me 

what I am. He hasn' t changed much since then. I have, though. 

James: You're lying! 
Woman: 1 swear before God I'm telling the truth! But don't give me away to him. 

l'm afraid of him. Let me have some money for my night's lodging. 
]ames steps forward to see if he can see Dorian. But Dorian has gone. When he comes back, 

the Woman has gone also. 

It is only in the final th ree sentences of the last chapter, which read, 'Lying 
on the floor was a dead man, in evening dress. with a knife in his heart. 
He was withered, wrinkled, and loathsome of visage. lt was not till they 
had examined the rings that they recognized who it was' (Wilde 2006: 
188), that this negation of the assumption that crime can be read on the 
face is itself negated through a supernatural inversion. It proved very diffi
cult to find a satisfactory staging of this tlnal moment. This was not really 
due to the technical challenge of representing a rapid corruption of the 
actor's face: a simple theatrical illusion made it relatively easy for the actor 
to don a repulsive death mask without revealing the trick. The problem 
was more one of tone of that almost inevitable sense of anticlimax hinted 
at by Maria M. Tatar when she writes, 'Once the token of repression is 
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For " defence of Oscar 
Wilde's attitudes to 
women, or rather 
'modern' women, see 
Stetz 2001. 

life. This is understood as deeply unnatural. but of course the guilty 
l!fCret of criminal sexuality in Victorian London did at times leave no socially 
Identifiable physical marks, and thus was not brought to light except by 
chance. This was the case in the example of the Cleveland Street Scandal, 
w!Jich happened not in the East End but in the West End of London, did not 
lJ!volve bestial-looking lower class thugs, but aristocratic young clients who 
paid young men at the local post office for sexual favours: this was what led 
w. E. Henley to splutter that the novel was aimed at 'outlawed noblemen and 
perverted telegraph-boys' (Wilde 2006: xxi). Lord Henry says, 'Crime 
belongs exclusively to the lower orders. I don't blame them in the smallest 
degree. I should fancy that crime is to them what art is to us, simply a 
method of procuring extraordinary sensations' (Wilde 2006: 179). Simon 
joyce, arguing as I do here for an unfashionably serious and sincere version 
of Oscar Wilde. believes that Dorian Gray 'offers an exemplary critique' of the 
notion of the 'privileged offender' as 'the product of a wish fulfl.lment which 
had the useful effect of diverting attention away from genuine social prob
lems of poverty, unemployment and labour unrest' Qoyce 2002: 503). For 
joyce, a key tactic for achieving this critique of crime as a fine art is the focus 

4 Int.erestingly, Moe 
Meyer (Meyer 1994: 
80--81) outlines a 
relationship between 
Wilde's construction 
of a performative Self 
and the Delsarte 
system, designed as it 
was to disclose the 
interior life of the 
artist through 
aestheticized 
movement. 

on motiveless actions - an uncanny strategy, of course. Wilde has substi
tuted the terms of the assumption so they now read: physical perfection is 
moral ugliness. Does Dorian have a conscience, or does he simply play with 

the idea of having a conscience? 
We played with the concept of physical perfection in workshops. We 

found, perhaps not surprisingly given our own culture's gender-inflected 
obsession with the subject , that it was more easily grasped - or rather, 
grasped as a performance - by our female participants than by our male 
ones. As a result, the cast was all-female. Women played men and women 
in the drama. This helped us to achieve a defamiliarization of certain entail
ments of the narrative which at times struck us, and some critics, as misog
ynist.3 Having an all-women cast offered us an opportunity for a theatrical 
distancing from that same misogynistic impulse. In rehearsals, we worked 
upon an imitation of a certain mode of masculinity that foregrounded its 
performative aspects without the need to resort to a rather tired and out
moded attempt at camp llippancy, a style which does little justice to either 
the radical ambivalence of Wilde or the complexities of camp itse~. 

The performers delivered their text quickly, coolly and purposefully, 
thereby lending it an edge of quiet viciousness. This was in part a function 
of the limited amount of stage time we had to get the story told. yet for us 
it took on the feeling of a genuine discovery and a challenge to achieve a 
certain cruel and evasive style of so-called maleness. Dressed similarly to 
each other, their costumes drained of colour or decoration other than indi
vidualized cravats, they appeared at times like inward-looking appara
tions. Their boyish presences called up uncanny tropes of sexual 
ambiguity and the doppelganger, while their moments of comic lightness 
were laced with an eerily self-conscious sense of guilt or foreboding. 

To sum up: we arrived . both by design and by accident, at a set of 
framing assumptions, drawn from our source material. that we used for 
theatre-making; standing behind all of them was the spectre of the uncanny, 
reconfigured from Freud's original hypothesis, so that it was stripped of its 
psychoanalytic justification and rendered as a purely aesthetic notion - a 
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provocation for technique, as it were. My own justification for doing this 1$ 
that the concept is rather more of an aesthetic phenomenon than FrCUd 
himself would have cared to admit, since almost all of his evidence for it . 
from fictional sources such as Hoffmann. These assumptions led us towar: 
a set of context-bound solutions to the issue of making things manifest. J\s 

1 have tried to show, the theatre cannot avoid the effort and the contradictions 
involved in making things manifest. For me, this is crucial insofar as it inter
sects with my personal aesthetic of a theatre that is in essence always 
'incomplete', always uncomfortable with the claustrophobia of illusion. The 
game of theatrical shorthand is an extremely useful tool for helping us to 
create meaning out of that necessary incompleteness. There lies the key to 
its uncanny power. 
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